Simple analytical lower and upper bounds are obtained for stop-loss premiums and ruin probabilities of compound Poisson risks in case the mean, variance and range of the claim size distribution are known. They are based on stop-loss extremal distributions and improve the bounds derived earlier from dangerous extremal distributions. The special bounds obtained in case the relative variance of the claim size is unknown, but its maximal value is known, are related to other actuarial results.
INTRODUCTION
A main topic of risk theory under incomplete information is the construction of divers bounds for risk quantities using stochastic orderings. This well-established technic has an important impact on insurance practice. The present paper is devoted to the problem of finding simple analytical lower and upper bounds for stop-loss premiums and ruin probabilities of classical compound Poisson risks in case only the mean, variance and range of the claim size distribution are known.
In this situation the distributions with minimal and maximal stop-loss premiums of the claim size depend on the deductible and cannot be used to bound the stop-loss premiums or ruin probabilities of the induced compound Poisson risks uniformly for each deductible or initial reserve. However larger classes of claim size distributions may be allowed for ordering comparisons, which lead to uniform lower and upper bounds. For example Kaas and Goovaerts (1986) have derived distributions, which are the best lower and upper bound with respect to the dangerousness ordering criterion for any distribution with fixed mean, variance and range. In the present paper we derive similar distributions, which are best with respect to the stop-loss ordering criterion. They lead to uniformly better and even simpler analytical bounds than the previous ones.
In Section 2 the stop-loss ordered extremal distributions are introduced and compared with the dangerous extremal distributions. A main result states that the stop-loss order maximum precedes in dangerousness the dangerous order maximum, and that the dangerous order minimum precedes in dangerousness the stop-loss order minimum. In Section 3 improved analytical bounds for stop-loss premiums and ruin probabilities of compound Poisson risks are constructed through discretization of the stop-loss ordered maximal distribution applying the technic of mass dispersion. Then we comment on two special situations. In Section 4.1 the upper bounds in case of small deductibles and initial reserves are shown to coincide with the best upper bounds derived by Kaas (1991) . A discussion of the obtained bounds provided the relative variance of the claim size is unknown, but its maximal value is known, is given in Section 4.2. One recovers the safest diatomic risk with fixed mean and known range from Biihlmann et al. (1977) , which can be regarded as a positive answer to the following modified Schmitter problem. Given that the individual claims have given mean and maximal variance, which claims distribution maximizes the ruin probability for a given initial reserve? In case the deductible equals the mean of the compound Poisson risk, the obtained stop-loss upper bound is shown to be closely related to earlier investigations by Benktander (1977) . Finally, in Section 5 the substantial improvement in the new stop-loss bounds is demonstrated numerically. 
STOP-LOSS ORDERED EXTREMAL VERSUS DANGEROUS EXTREMAL

vr = V/Vo
: ratio of relative variances
To simplify the presentation and calculations, let us work in the standardized risk scale defined by the transformation Z = (X -~L)/~t, which is interpreted as relative signed mean deviation. Then the support of Z is/z = [-1, Vo].
Extremal random variables .,V', Re, having distributions P'(x), PC(x), with respect to the usual stochastic dominance partial order relation _<st have been given in Goovaerts and Kaas (1986) :
In the transformed risk scale Z e = (R e -/~)/#, Z" = (X ~ -#)/#, have distributions ~(z), P'(z) as described in Table 1. Extremal distributions X-, X + with respect to the dangerousness order relation _<D are constructed in Kaas and Goovaerts (1986) , and have the property X-_<o X _<D X +, for all X E D. Their standardized distributions are displayed in Table 2 . 
Stop-loss ordered extremal distributions X,, X*, with the property X, _<.,.t X _<st-P can be constructed following an idea expressed in Hfirlimann (1993/95) . If 7r,(x), 7r*(x), 0 < x < b, are the minimal and maximal stop-loss premiums when X varies over D, then these extremal distributions are defined using the one-to-one correspondence between a distribution and its stop-loss transform, namely as
The extreme value functions rr,(x), 7r*(x) have been obtained in DeVylder and Goovaerts (1982) (see also Goovaerts et al. (1984 ), p.316, Kaas et al. (1994 , chap. X.2). After a straightforward calculation, one gets the standardized distributions of Table 3 .
It may also be useful to know the expected values and variances of the dangerous and stop-loss ordered extremal distributions. 
Lemma 2.1. The following expressions hold:
Proof. The elementary calculations are left to the reader. The variances are best obtained replacing Stieltjes integrals by Riemann integrals (e.g. Kaas et al. (1994) , Theorem 1.3.1.1):
Our aim is to show the following main result.
Theorem 2.1. The dangerous and stop-loss ordered extremal random variables satisfy the following stochastic order relations between random variables with equal mean:
X-_<D X, _<st X _<s/X* _<O X "+, for all X E D. (2.6)
Proof. These ordering relations are a consequence of the defining ordering inequalities between X,, X and X", and the auxiliary results below, whose overall content is
intuitively immediate from the visualizations in Figures 1 and 2 , and for which a more rigorous proof is reported to the Appendix.
Lemma 2.2. The stop-loss ordered maximum satisfies the following properties:
Z" _<st Z* _<st Z e, or equivalently (2.7)
Lemma 2.3. The stop-loss ordered maximum is less dangerous than the dangerous maximum, that is Z* <_D Z +. More precisely one has 10) where the crossing point is determined by 
BOUNDS FOR STOP-LOSS PREMIUMS AND RUIN PROBABILITIES
An important issue in Practical Risk Theory is the construction of more or less accurate bounds on stop-loss premiums and ruin probabilities for compound random sums S = Xl + ... + XN, where the claim number N is fixed, say Poisson(A), and the claim sizes Xi =d X E D are independent and identically distributed, Xi independent from N.
Stop-loss and ruin probability inequalities
Since the crossing condition between dangerously ordered random variables is a sufficient condition for stop-loss order, all random variables in (2.6) are stop-loss ordered with equal means. In particular the variances of Lemma 2.1 satisfy the following inequalities
Let S-, S., S*, S + the compound random sums obtained when replacing X by X-, X., X'*, X + in S. Following Kaas (1991) (see also Kaas et al. (1994) In particular (3.2), (3.3) imply that the previous theoretical, numerical and analytical bounds based on the dangerous extremal risks X-, X + can be improved by using instead the stop-loss extremal risks ,V., ,V*. For practical reasons let us restrict our attention to the evaluation of analytical bounds, which improve the previous bounds by Steenackers and Goovaerts (1991) .
Discrete approximations
To obtain analytical bounds, discrete approximations to the claim size distribution are constructed. For F-(x), F ~-(x) one finds discrete approximations X~, X~ in Steenackers and Goovaerts (1991) . Since F, (x) is already a diatomic distribution, it remains to discuss the discretization of F'(x).
By means of mass dispersion over the interval [z(a*), z(fl*)], let us construct the following 4-atomic random variable Z~ = {-1, z(od), z(fl*), %}, which is necessarily more dangerous than Z*, and thus also stop-loss larger (see e.g. Gerber (1979) , chap.7, Example 3.2). The probabilities of Z~ are defined by the following conditions:
The condition (3.5) preserves the probability mass over [z(a*), z(fl*)] while (3.6) preserves the mean. The right-hand side in (3.6) equals z(fl')
where the first term is -v,)l(vo + v,) and the second one is It remains to solve the linear system of equations
p(c~*)+p(~*)=A, z(a*).p(c~*)+z(~*).p(~*)=B, with (3.12)
A=vo/(Vo+Vr)-v/(v+l), B=v/(l+v)-v/(v,+Vo). (3.13) A calculation shows that p(a*) = [Az(13*) -B]/[z(13*) -z(c~*)] = (Vo -v)/[(l + Vo). (1 + v)], (3.14) p(l~*) = [B -Az(c¢)l/[z(~*) -z(o<*)] = (Vo -v)/[(1 + Vo). (vr + Vo)]. (3.15)
Since v <_ Vo the probabilities are always non-negative, as should be.
The analytical bounds
A compound Poisson(A) risk S with discrete claim size support X = {0, xl, x2, x3}, and probabilities Po,Pl,P2,P3 can be expressed as (e.g. Gerber (1979) , chap.l, Section 7, or Bowers et al. (1986) , Theorem 11.2): 16) where the numbers of occurrences Ni of claim size x i are independent Poisson with parameter Api, i = 1,2, 3. From this representation one gets after some well-known calculations the needed analytical formulas:
It is important to observe that these infinite series representations are always finite sums because summation occurs only for ~= I nixi < d, u. Table 4 provides a unified overview of the discrete approximations used to get analytical bounds for compound Poisson risks. A numerical illustration, which demonstrates the obtained substantial improvement is found in Section 5.
SPECIAL CASES
It is interesting and useful to relate our results to various other considerations made so far in the actuarial literature. We illustrate with two examples.
The upper bounds for small deductibles and blitial reserves
Suppose the deductible of a stop-loss contract is small such that d_< a*= ½(1 + v)#. Then the infinite series representation (3.17) shrinks to the only term nl = n2 = n3 = 0, and therefore one has Xl (4.4)
The bounds by unknown relative variance
In particular the latter formula can be viewed as a positive answer to the following modified Schmitter problem (discussion papers on this topic are Brockett et aL (1991) and Kaas (1991) ). Given that the individual claims have mean # and maximal variance Vo# 2, which claims distribution maximizes the ruin probability for a given initial reserve u? On the other side it is interesting to look at the special deductible d =/as, the mean of a compound Poisson(A) risk. In this situation the safest stop-loss upper bound ( The upper bound on the right-hand side is the special stop-loss premium of a
Normal (its, Vo,slZs 2) distributed risk, to which 7r(S~; #s) converges when the relative variance Vo,s goes to zero. The latter property is known to be true asymptotically (that is in large portfolios) for arbitrary compound Poisson risks (e.g. Daykin et aL (1994), p.64) . Note that the above investigation corresponds to the findings of Benktander (1977) , where as an important additional complement, the parameter 1/~o = Vo,, = (I + Vo)/A (4.8)
should be equal to the maximal relative variance of the considered compound Poisson risk, given that the true relative variance is unknown.
NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATION
Though it would be possible to compute close numerical lower and upper bounds to the considered risk quantities for all of the compound Poisson risks with claim sizes X-, X., X*, X +, we restrict our numerical investigation to a comparison of the corresponding analytical bounds as summarized in Table 4 .
The same examples as in Steenackers and Goovaerts (1991) Tables 5, 6 , 7. The improvement is very substantial for the new stop-loss bounds, but less spectacular for the ruin probabilities. Concerning the previous bounds, small numerical inaccuracies for the deductible d = 60 in Table 6 , as well as in Table 7 have been located, probably due to rounding errors. Step 1 One concludes as in the second if-part of (bl)
Step 2 
F*(vo-) = F+(vo-).
Since F(z) is continuous and non-decreasing on Vo) , it follows from undergraduate calculus that P(z) takes any value between F l(-I) and F+ (vo-) . In particular there exists Zo such that P(Zo) = P(z(a+)). By construction of F=-(z), one obtains given in Tables 2 and 3. Note added in proof. After this paper has been submitted, the author has found the stop-loss ordered extremal distributions of Table 3 in Stoyan (1973) .
